Why do 99 out of
100 people wait so
long to see a foot
specialist for
relief?
Most patients who have suffered for
years from recurring ingrown toenails or
fungus nails, find permanent relief from
removal of part or all of the offending
nail.
It’s ironic, but after years of denial,
excuses, and over-the-counter remedies,
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ne day you realize that your big toe hurts by the
edge of the nail. The pain is severe and it isn’t
going away. You conclude it’s an ingrown nail. Trimming
your nail only temporarily alleviates the pain. Before
long, you begin to avoid walking or standing. You may
even limp. Finally you decide it’s time to visit the doctor.

A very common problem
Ingrown nails are not really caused by incorrect
nail cutting. Often, they are related to an inherited
growth pattern of the nail, an injury to the nail root,
or a fungal infection. Sometimes narrow shoes will
incite nail pain. Normally the big toe is the site of an
ingrown or infected nail, but other toes can also be
affected.
The pain associated with ingrown toenails can be due
to several factors:
• The edge of the nail pressing into the skin.
• Significant build-up of callus tissue on the side
of the nail.
• Infection that has come from the ingrown nail
penetrating into the skin.
When a toenail is ingrown,
the nail plate curves down too
far on one or both sides of the
toe (incurvation) and
may puncture the skin and
cause infection.

A common treatment procedure removes the entire curved
edge and prevents the the nail
from growing back. Several
weeks later, the surrounding
tissue has grown back and
filled in.

Nails best treated by a physician
Minor office surgery is usually necessary to ease
the pain and remove the offending nail border.
Home remedies seldom work.
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Mild non-infected nail: The side of the nail is
trimmed on a gentle angle and all abnormal skin
and callus tissue is cleaned from the nail groove.
This temporary form of treatment requires continued attention.
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Infected ingrown nail: When an ingrown nail
becomes infected, it is generally because a portion of the nail has grown into the skin and is causing irritation which leads to bacterial infection. This
produces swelling, drainage, pain, and enlarged
tissue. Treatment involves trimming back the edge
of the offending nail (after the toe has been anesthetized). After this procedure, healing progresses
quickly (usually one week). However, this solution
is only temporary and in approximately 50-75% of
the time, the ingrown toenail recurs.
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Permanent correction of ingrown nail: This is a
relatively easy technique that is performed in
the office under a local anesthetic. Treatment
involves removing the border(s) of the ingrown portion of the nail (after the toe has been anesthetized).
The nail root is then swabbed with a chemical (phenol) that prevents the ingrown portion from regrowing. After this only the straight, normal nail will
grow out (as shown in bottom photo at the left.)

Post-operative care is minimal
After treatment for an ingrown toenail, you need
only soak your foot once a day, apply a topical
antibiotic and a Band-aid. Healing generally takes
between one and two weeks; however, in most

cases, you can return to normal shoes and resume
routine activities immediately.

Fungal infections of the nail
Fungal infections of the nail and nail root are
quite common. The fungus usually attacks a small
portion of the nail and spreads slowly, causing the
nail to thicken and become yellow or brown in
color. Pressure on the thickened nail from the shoe
can cause discomfort.
Treatment is best begun in the early stages of
infection. Oral and topical medications may be prescribed when a small portion of the nail is infected
or when several nails are infected. While topical
medications usually do not eliminate the fungus,
they may be effective when used directly on the nail
root, after the nail plate has been removed. Oral

“The pain disappeared forever
the moment the doctor began the
procedure. I regret that I waited so
long to consult the doctor.”-- Patient
medication may be needed if the entire nail and nail
root is infected with fungus.
When other therapies fail and the pain persists,
the entire nail can be removed permanently. This is a
quick and painless procedure. Usually the absence
of the nail presents no functional limitations and is
cosmetically pleasing.

